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Track: Drug-resistant TB care and treatment, including trials

PC-932-05  Primary transmission of drug-resistant tuberculosis in South Fly District, Western Province, Papua New Guinea
S Hiasihri, A Honjepari, Aia Aia, L John, E Lavu, C Coulter, G Chan, D Paison (Papua New Guinea, Australia)

PC-933-05  Molecular characterization of MDR-TB and XDR-TB strains among tuberculosis patients in Chad
Gw Ossoga, A Ba Diallo, R Ngandolo, A Thiam, F Gehre, I Ndoye, B De Jong, A Gaye-Diallo (Chad, Senegal, Belgium)

PC-934-05  The timeline of developing MDR-TB among contacts of MDR-TB patients, 2009-2012, Taiwan
P-C- Chan, Ch Liu, Yh Huang, Hy Tsai, K-F- Wang, P-H- Lee, C-H Chen (Taiwan)

PC-935-05  Whole-genome sequencing to delineate transmission of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis in Shanghai, China: a cross-sectional study
C Yang, Tao Luo, Xin Shen, Jie Wu, Jian Mei, K Deriemer, Z’an Yuan, Q Gao (China, USA)

PC-936-05  Resistance characteristics and hierarchical cluster analysis in multidrug-resistant tuberculosis in Estonia CANCELLED

PC-937-05  Mycobacterium tuberculosis lineage is more strongly associated with MDR-TB infection than treatment history in the Republic of Georgia
N Bablishvili, N Tukvadze, N Bzekalava, S Sengstake, I Bergval, S Alba, R Anthony, R Aspindzelashvili (Georgia, Netherlands)

PC-938-05  Drug resistance patterns in a North East Indian state through a line probe assay laboratory functioning in PPM mode
M Mawlong, K Ranee, G Singh, M Puthenchirayil, V Sameer, Tomi Thomas, P Varghese (India)

PC-939-05  Drug-resistant tuberculosis in Turkmenistan: results of the first nationwide survey
M Durdyeva, S Tomasova, B Karriyeva, M Dara, H Hoffmann, M Zignol, P De Colombani, A Dadu (Turkmenistan, Denmark, Germany, Switzerland, Moldova)

PC-940-05  TB drug-resistant patterns of new multidrug-resistant TB cases in Moscow
S Borisov, S Safonova, E Belilovsky, I Danilova (Russian Federation)

PC-941-05  Ongoing multidrug-resistant tuberculosis transmission in Ghanzi district, Botswana, 2012–2014
C Modongo, D Mbatshi, A Finlay, R Boyd, J Oeltmann, E Click, P Moonan, N Zetola (Botswana, USA)